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Abstract: Based on ADS-B surveillance data，this paper proposes a multi-unmanned aerial vehicle（multi-UAV）
collision detection method based on linear extrapolation for ground-based UAV collision detection and resolution，
thus to provide early warning of possible conflicts. To address the problem of multi-UAV conflict，the basic ant
colony algorithm is introduced. The conflict simplification model of the traditional basic ant colony algorithm is
optimized by adding a speed regulation strategy. A multi-UAV conflict resolution scheme is presented based on speed
regulation and heading strategies. The ant colony algorithm is improved by adding angle information and a queuing
system. The results show that the improved ant colony algorithm can provide multi-UAV joint escape routes for a
multi-UAV conflict situation in airspace. Unlike the traditional ant colony algorithm，our approach converges to the
optimization target. The time required for the calculation is reduced by 43.9%，and the total delay distance caused by
conflict resolution is reduced by 58.4%.
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0 Introduction

Thanks to the progressing drone technologies
targeting lower cost，simpler operation，and stron⁃
ger maneuverability，drones have been widely used
in many fields such as agricultural plant protection，
public security policing，and forest fire protection［1］.
And research in techniques that use multiple un⁃
manned aerial vehicles（UAVs） has experienced a
significant increase in recent decades［2］. The expan⁃
sion of the drone market has created severe challeng⁃
es for airspace management［3］. Up to now，the prev⁃
alent operation and control strategy for UAVs has
been mainly using fixed airspace regulation methods
to reduce security risks by avoiding or strictly con⁃
trolling the entry of other types of aircraft into the
designated airspace. However，because airspace re⁃
sources are limited and the number of drones is
steadily increasing，it is necessary to study ground
station-based drone collision-detection technology

and to develop a multi-UAV conflict resolution
strategy to ensure safe operation of drones.

Researchers all around the world have divided
the multi-UAV conflict path planning problem into
two parts：Conflict detection and escape route plan⁃
ning. In terms of conflict detection，the major prob⁃
lem of conflict detection and resolution lies in the ac⁃
curate collision prediction and efficient adjustment
of the flight status among conflicting UAVs［4-5］.
Conflict detection and resolution（CDR）algorithms
for UAV swarms often merge with formation con⁃
trol algorithms. Control algorithms with CDR can
be sorted into two general types：Rule-based ap⁃
proaches and optimization-based approaches［6］.
CDR methods that can solve possible collisions be⁃
tween UAVs based on the CDR method. Ho et al.
introduced an adaptation of ORCA，called adapted
ORCA，which can minimize the ORCA generated
deviations from the nominal flight path and a value
for separation distance between UAVs that use the
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airspace efficiently can be determined by simulating
realistic UAV traffic for delivery［7］. Farlik et al. ana⁃
lyzed the possibility of detecting flying aircraft based
on calculations and simulations，and experiments in
laboratories and measurements of the exterior were
subsequently performed［8］. Cheng et al. proposed a
learning based framework where the conflict and
avoidance problem can be formulated as a Markov
decision process and the maneuver policies for the
UAV were learned［9］. Navarro et al. developed a
sense and avoid strategy based on a deep learning
approach［10］. Hu et al. proposed distributed velocity-

aware algorithm to serve motion planning of multi⁃
ple UAVs［11］. During motion，a decentralized con⁃
sensus algorithm was adopted for agents to con⁃
verge to their positions for the desired formation and
to maintain a stable geometric configuration. A tem⁃
poral and spatially integrated conflict-detection mod⁃
el was improved，especially for UAV swarms. A to⁃
ken-allocation strategy was especially improved for
distributed coordination to resolve the partial knowl⁃
edge of the airspace condition. Damping of the coor⁃
dination was proposed to address data dropouts and
transmission delays［12］. Reich et al. carried out re⁃
search on establishing flight safety intervals and
quantifying conflict probabilities［13-15］. To address
the inconsistency problem caused by the state infor⁃
mation of multi-UAV communication under a dy⁃
namic environment，a state estimation method was
proposed based on the Kalman algorithm［16］. A real-
time conflict resolution algorithm based on model
predictive control（MPC）was introduced to address
the flight conflict resolution problem in multi-UAV
scenarios by Chen et al. And the controller structure
of the distributed nonlinear model predictive control
（DNMPC）was designed to predict potential con⁃
flicts and calculate control variables for each UAV.
Numerical simulations of multi-UAV coordination
were performed to verify the performance of the pro⁃
posed algorithm［17］. An advanced flocking strategy
was developed to address the autonomous multi-
UAVs’cooperative flight［18］. In Ref.［19］，tracking-

learning-detection（TLD）was used for target track⁃
ing from a UAV and achieved a good result in a
short term. Fu et al. introduced a novel robust visual

tracking algorithm for UAVs in the midair to track
an arbitrary aircraft at real-time frame rates，togeth⁃
er with a unique evaluation system［20］. Tang et al.
and Xu et al. considered drone performance con⁃
straints，established an airborne conflict detection
model，and classified conflict alert levels. Accord⁃
ing to these，a corresponding escape strategy was
developed［21-22］. These studies have outlined multi-
UAV collision detection approaches.

As for multi-UAV escape route planning，cur⁃
rent mature and popular algorithms include the A*
algorithm，the artificial potential field method，ge⁃
netic algorithm［23］ and the ant colony algorithm. The
A* algorithm is applied to traverse a graph to plan
conflict-free flight routes［24］. Granger et al. improved
the A* algorithm to generate a coordinated and de⁃
centralized embarked conflict solver［25］. Tang et al.
assumed the destination of a known drone，intro⁃
duced the A* algorithm to improve the open table
and to reduce computational complexity，and con⁃
sidered the performance of the drone. They finally
proposed a plan for determining an escape route［26］.
Researchers introduced artificial potentials［27］ for ob⁃
stacle avoidance as well as leader ⁃ follower schemes
for goal searching［28］. Zhu et al.［29］ studied how to
use the artificial potential field method to plan a con⁃
flict resolution path for UAVs in a dynamic environ⁃
ment. Wu et al. proposed an artificial potential field-

guided evolutionary algorithm to track single tar⁃
gets［30］. The advantage of the artificial potential field
method is that it can plan a smooth route，but easily
fall into local optima simultaneously. In 1991，Dori⁃
go first proposed the ant colony algorithm［31］. By re⁃
leasing different quantities of pheromones for differ⁃
ent feasible paths，the pheromone concentration of
different paths was controlled，and the concentra⁃
tion was increased in the optimal line to guide a
gradual search for the optimal path. This algorithm
has expertise at solving function optimization and
path planning problems. Sara et al. studied an opti⁃
mized ant colony algorithm based on the probability
and space attributes of the target，which effectively
reduced the time required to reach the search tar⁃
get［32］. Li et al. combined the UAV performance in⁃
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dex with the ant colony algorithm and used the artifi⁃
cial potential field method to obtain the prior value，
which shortened the flight distance of the multi-
UAV mission［33］. Zhuang et al. improved the ant col⁃
ony algorithm based on angle information and an
elite strategy and obtained better conflict resolution
strategies for multiple aircraft［34］. These studies laid
the foundation for research on ground-based un⁃
manned aircraft conflict resolution.

In summary，at present，for multi-UAV path
planning problems， the ant colony algorithm can
provide a path planning solution. However，most
current studies consider a single condition，usually
adopting only a steering strategy，and fail to take ad⁃
vantage of the drone’s flexibility. In addition，due
to the large amount of searching in the initial stage
of the algorithm，it takes a long time for the optimal
path to converge to the result. Therefore，in this
study，based on UAV performance，a UAV flight
protection zone is established，and the ground sta⁃
tion is used to detect and predict flight conflicts in
the airspace. Further，based on the basic ant colony
algorithm，an improved ant colony algorithm with
angle information and a sorting system is proposed.
The multi-UAV algorithm is introduced to the con⁃
flicting multi-UAV airspace and a coordinated speed
regulation and direction adjustment strategy is devel⁃
oped for collision-free paths with the objective of
minimizing total delay distance. The function pro⁃
vides the optimally linked escape strategy under
multi-UAV conflict scenarios.

1 Collision Detection for UAVs

Ground station-based drone collision detection
requires three steps.

Step 1 Set up a flight protection zone for the
drones and convert the acquired surveillance data in⁃
to spatial coordinates with the ground station as the
origin.

Step 2 Stratify the drones in the airspace ac⁃
cording to their respect heights，analyze the target
trajectories of the drones at the same level，and ini⁃
tially screen target pairs for potential conflicts.

Step 3 Carry out specific analysis using a lin⁃

ear extrapolation method and calculate the UAVs
that have been screened to determine the conflict sit⁃
uation more precisely.

1. 1 Safety interval of UAVs

A safety interval for UAVs involves establish⁃
ing a corresponding flight protection zone for each
drone to ensure that the drone has reasonable space
to perform its mission while avoiding the risk of col⁃
lision. The construction of each UAV’s flight pro⁃
tection zone depends on the flight performance of
the UAV，including its maximum operating speed
and the time it takes to respond to commands.
Based on these factors，the flight protection zone is
larger than the size of the drone itself. The protected
area contains two elements：The vertical safety in⁃
terval D ver and the horizontal safety interval D hor

［17］.
Fig.1 shows a model of the protected area centered
the drone.

1. 2 Conflict pre⁃judgment algorithm based on

linear extrapolation

A local cartesian coordinate system with the
ground base station as the origin is established by
transforming the WGS84 coordinate system into a
local rectangular spatial coordinate system. The
UAV’s latitude and longitude and its velocity in the
airspace are converted into position and velocity vec⁃
tors relative to the ground station by a coordinate
conversion method. UAVs at different heights corre⁃
spond to different two-dimensional planes.

（1） Conflict screening
For any drone among the N UAVs in a two-di⁃

mensional plane，it is necessary to make N - 1 con⁃
flict judgments. For all drones， it is theoretically
necessary to make N ( N - 1 )/2 judgments. In reali⁃

Fig.1 UAV flight protection area
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ty，many targets are far apart and will not generate
conflicts any time soon. Therefore，setting a dis⁃
tance threshold can reduce the number of detections
and improve collision detection efficiency.

In the two-dimensional plane，set the horizon⁃
tal distance threshold RTA. When the horizontal inter⁃
val is greater than the threshold，the target is fil⁃
tered. RTA is set as

RTA = 2TA ⋅ vmh + D hor (1)
where TA is the set warning time，vmh the maximum
horizontal flight speed of the target，and D hor the hor⁃
izontal interval of the target protection zone.

Linear extrapolation is applied to objects that
move linearly. The algorithm is based on the current
position and velocity vectors of the two machines
and calculates whether a distance less than the safe⁃
ty level interval is possible and the whether safety
height interval between the two objects during the
warning time [ 0，TA ]，is a possibile.

（2） Horizontal warning detection
In the horizontal direction，it is assumed that

the two objects to be evaluated are a，b. According
to the established local coordinate system，the hori⁃
zontal coordinate of a is ( vax，vay )，the horizontal ve⁃
locity of a is ( vax，vay )，the horizontal coordinate of b
is ( xb，yb )， and the horizontal velocity of b is
( vbx，vby ). A few definitions are needed for the rela⁃
tive states of a，b flying in a horizontal plane.

Definition 1 The true distance between a and
b is

Dab= ( xb- xa )2 +( yb- ya )2 (2)
Definition 2 Speed of intruder b relative to

the x-axis of drone a
Δvbx= vbx- vax (3)

Definition 3 Speed of intruder b relative to
the y-axis of drone a

Δvby= vby- vay (4)
The steps for detecting collisions in the horizon⁃

tal direction are as follows.
Step 1 According to the drone speed informa⁃

tion，find the relative speed Δv. If | Δv |= 0，go to
Step 2；if | Δv |≠ 0，go to Step 3.

Step 2 Compare the horizontal interval

Dab ( 0 ) with the safety interval D hor. When Dab ( 0 )<
D hor，there is a conflict in the horizontal direction，
and the conflict period [Th1，Th2 ]=[ 0，TA ]；other⁃
wise，[Th1，Th2 ]=∅，and the evaluation ends.

Step 3 Calculate the horizontal interval as
Dab ( t) = [ xb- xa+Δvbx t ]2+[ yb- ya+Δvby t ]2

(5)
The time range when Dab ( t )< D hor is deter⁃

mined，that is，in the time range [Th1，Th2 ] the con⁃
flict occurs.

2 Multi⁃UAV Conflict Resolution

Modeling

2. 1 Basic ant colony algorithm application

modeling

A simplified model of multi-UAV ground sta⁃
tion-based conflict resolution planning can be formu⁃
lated as follows.

（1）The drone has good maneuverability and
can even hover in the air. However，because the
power consumption during hovering is far greater
than the working power consumption，it is assumed
that the drone does not use the hovering strategy
when a collision is imminent， but one of three
speed-regulation strategies has to be chosen：Low，

medium，or high speed.
（2）Assume that the drone can use any of three

steering maneuvering strategies when implementing
an escape strategy：Maintaining the original head⁃
ing，yawing 30° to the left，or yawing 30° to the
right.

（3）Assume that the drones are equipped with
ADS-B surveillance equipment，thus the position，
speed，and altitude of the drone at each point in
time can be obtained，and the target position of the
drone is known.

The n UAVs are divided into l steps along the
line joining their current positions to their target po⁃
sition. During the forward propulsion process，there
are three heading strategies and three speed strate⁃
gies available to the UAVs. It is assumed that when
a drone moves from position A at time t- 1 to posi⁃
tion B at time t，there are nine possibilities for posi⁃
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tion C that the drone may reach at time t+ 1. As
shown in Fig. 2，C 1，C 2，and C 3 are positions that
represent high-speed， medium-speed， and low-

speed left yaw at 30°；C 4，C 5，and C 6 are positions
that represent high-，medium-，and low-speed pro⁃
pulsion along the original heading；C 7，C 8，and C 9

are positions that represent high，medium，and low
speed with a right yaw at 30°；the nine possible
paths are BC 1，BC 2，…，BC 9. The current UAV po⁃
sition and velocity vector matrix is represented as
A k= [ x，y，θ，v ]，and the next UAV matrix can be
expressed as

A k+ 1 =[ x+ vt cos θ ',y+ vt sin θ ',θ ',v'] (6)

where θ ' can be θ+
π
6，θ，or θ-

π
6 .

Based on the above three conditions，collision
detection is performed on all the UAVs in the air⁃
space. When the conflict conditions are met，the tra⁃
jectory can be changed by adjusting the heading and
speed of the drone，and the distance of the deviation
is guaranteed to be the shortest under the premise of
escaping the conflict.

The three-dimensional coordinates of drone i
after operating for k steps are denoted as A k

i . The ob⁃
jective function of the algorithm is

f =min ∑
i= 1

n

Di (7)

where the objective function f is required to be the
minimum value，that is，the shortest distance of the
drone from the original target in the conflict resolu⁃
tion situation； Di represents the delay distance
caused by drone i in this heading change. The delay
distance generated by the drone can be expressed as
the distance between position A l

i( xi，yi ) and the des⁃
tination coordinates B i( Xi，Yi ) after l steps. The ex⁃
pression is

Di=  A l
i- B i (8)

The expression can be expanded as follows
Di=  A l

i- B i = ( xi- Xi )2 +( yi- Yi )2 (9)
To make the conflict escape process reason⁃

able，during maneuvering，a minimum horizontal in⁃
terval constraint is added. This means that，at each
moment，a minimum horizontal interval must be
maintained between any two drones in the airspace.
Assume that drones i ( xi，yi ) and j ( xj，yj ) must satis⁃
fy the following expression

( xi- xj )2 +( yi- yj )2 > δ (10)
where δ indicates the minimum security interval
when the drone is operating.

According to the previous assumptions and def⁃
initions，the ant colony algorithm is used to calcu⁃
late the fundamental conflicts for n drones in the air⁃
space.

First，the probability Pk (t) of the drone passing
through a certain path k to another spatial position at
time t is calculated as

Pk ( t) =
τk ( )t

∑
k= 1

9

τk ( )t
(11)

where τk (t) is the pheromone value of path k at time
t. The value is updated after each iteration is com⁃
pleted，and the updated expression is

τk ( t+ 1) =(1- ρ ) τk ( t) + Δτk ( t)
0< ρ< 1 (12)

where τk (t+ 1) is the pheromone value on the k-seg⁃
ment trajectory at t+ 1；ρ the attenuation coeffi⁃
cient of the pheromone value；1- ρ the pheromone
retention coefficient；and Δτk (t) the total amount of
pheromone obtained by path k in this iteration.

Regarding the problem of pheromone distribu⁃
tion during execution of the ant colony algorithm，

there are usually three models，and their calculation
expressions are as follows.

（1）Ant cycle system model

Δτk ( t) = {Q/Li The i⁃th ant chooses path k
0 Others

(13)

where Q is a constant that represents the sum of
pheromones that an ant can produce in each cycle

Fig.2 UAV path selection
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and Li the total distance that ant i has traveled.
（2）Ant density system model

Δτk ( t) = {Q The i⁃th ant chooses path k
0 Others

(14)

（3）Ant quantity system model

Δτk ( t) = {Q/di The i⁃th ant chooses path k
0 Others

(15)

where di is the distance that ant i passes through the
section.

It can be seen from Eqs.（13）—（15）that each
model considers a different range. The ant density
system model considers the ants passing through the
path，whereas the ant quantity system model and
the ant cycle system model separately consider the
distance traveled by the ants from local and overall
perspectives and then assign the pheromone concen⁃
trations. This study uses the path with the least de⁃
lay from the perspective of global optimization.
Therefore，using the ant cycle system pheromone
release model，the shorter the path，the greater the
pheromone increments that are obtained during each
iteration.

According to Eq.（13）for the ant cycle system
model， the expression for the pheromone release
amount Δτk (t) is

Δτk ( t) = ∑
i= 1

m Q
f

(16)

where Q is the total amount of pheromone left after
a drone has gone completely and f the sum of the fi⁃
nal delay distances of all drones.

After the objective function，constraints，path
selection method，and pheromone release method
have been determined，the operation of the ant colo⁃
ny algorithm can be divided into five steps.

Step 1 Assign initial values to the variables
and parameters that need to be used during the oper⁃
ation of the ant colony algorithm，including the num⁃
ber of drones M = N × m，the starting pheromone
at each node φ，the volatilization factor ρ，the maxi⁃
mum number of loop iterations Cmax，and the sum of
the pheromones released by the drone at each cycle
Q，and the starting value of the iterative computa⁃
tion k.

Step 2 Divide the M UAVs into N groups

and m batches and place them at N different starting
points. For each drone，the probability of passing to
the next target is obtained according to Eq.（11），

and a random selection is conducted according to
probabilities to guide the drone to complete the step
node selection.

Step 3 Constrain the selection of each batch
of drone nodes according to Eq.（10），which should
meet the minimum safety interval of the drone. If
the selected path does not satisfy the constraint，the
batch of drones is re-selected，and the path combina⁃
tion is no longer selected at the same time to ensure
that no drone at any time has conflict with other
drones.

Step 4 Calculate the distance between each
drone and the target point after completing the path.
Calculate the target function value of each batch of
drones using Eqs.（7）—（9）. The minimum objec⁃
tive function value is obtained by comparing the ob⁃
jective function values in one cycle，and then each
node pheromone value is updated according to the
pheromone release expression.

Step 5 If the number of cycles is less than the
set maximum number of iterations，return to Step 2
and continue the iterations. Otherwise，stop iterat⁃
ing and output the escape path.

Fig.3 shows the operation of the basic ant colo⁃
ny algorithm.

2. 2 Improved ant colony algorithm application

model

2. 2. 1 Introduction of angle information

In the selection process of the UAV at time t to
the next time target，the basic ant colony algorithm
is based solely on the ratio of the pheromone at the
next node to the total pheromone at all feasible
nodes，and this ratio is proportional to the probabili⁃
ty of selecting the node. On this basis，the UAV is
constrained to the angle between node t+ 1 and the
starting point，which means increasing the probabili⁃
ty of selecting a node with a smaller angle between
the end point and the starting line，as shown in
Fig.4.

In Fig.4，the two points S and D are the start⁃
ing point and the destination of the drone. The
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drone has nine nodes to choose from at time t. The
available nodes are connected to the starting point，
and then the starting point is connected to the target
point. The smaller the angle formed by the two
lines，the more likely it is to be selected. In this ex⁃
ample，the angle α formed by the selection of node
F is the smallest，and therefore the probability that
node F will be selected is increased when the next
node is selected.
2. 2. 2 Introduction of ant system based on

sorting

A sorting-based ant colony system is intro⁃
duced in this study. After each iteration，the objec⁃
tive function values f calculated by all batches are

sorted. The smaller the value，the higher the rank⁃
ing. Only the top γ unmanned drones will release
pheromone through the path without missing the op⁃
timal solution，which ensurs that the best path has
more pheromone superposition， speeds up algo⁃
rithm convergence，and obtains the optimal solution
faster.

The pheromone update formula is
τk ( t+ 1) =(1- ρ ) τk ( t) + Δτ *k ( t)

0< ρ< 1 (17)

Δτ *k ( t) = {∑i= 1m Q
f

i∈ pk

0 Others
(18)

where f is the sum of the final delay distances of a
group of drones；pk the set of paths in the top k；and
Δτ *k ( t) the sum of the pheromone released by the
drone on path k in one iteration after the sort is intro⁃
duced.

After introducing the angle information and
sorting the ant system，the operation of the ant colo⁃
ny algorithm can be divided into five steps.

Step 1 Assign initial values to the variables
and parameters that need to be used during opera⁃
tion of the ant colony algorithm，including the num⁃
ber of drones M = N × m，the starting pheromone
concentration at each node φ，the volatilization fac⁃
tor ρ，the maximum number of loop iterations Cmax，

the sum of the pheromones released by the drone at
each cycle Q，and the starting value of the iterative
computation k.

Step 2 Divide the M UAVs into N groups
and m batches and place them at N different starting
points. Add the factors of angle selection by weight
and combine the pheromone concentrations to find
the probabilities of going to the next target. Accord⁃
ing to the probabilities，a random selection is made
to guide the drones to complete the l-step node se⁃
lection.

Step 3 Constrain the selection of each batch
of drone nodes according to Eq.（10），which should
meet the minimum safety interval of the drone. If
the selected path does not satisfy the constraint，the
batch of drones reselects the path and does not se⁃
lect the path combination at the same time，which

Fig.3 Ant colony execution process

Fig.4 Preferred angle diagram
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ensures that there is no conflict between any drone
and other drones at any time.

Step 4 Calculate the distance between each
drone and the target point after completing the path，
and calculate the objective function value f of each
batch of drones by Eq.（7）. The objective function
values in a loop are compared to obtain the mini⁃
mum objective function value. The minimum objec⁃
tive function values are sorted from small to large，
and the first γ values are recorded. At the same
time，the pheromone concentration at each node is
updated according to the improved pheromone re⁃
lease expression.

Step 5 If the number of cycles is less than the
set maximum number of iterations，return to Step 2
and continue the iterations；otherwise，stop iterat⁃
ing and output the escape path.

3 Multi⁃UAV Conflict Resolution

Simulation

3. 1 Basic ant colony algorithm simulation

Based on the above theory，a model was built，
and a simulation scenario was designed. In the air⁃
space range of 18 km×18 km， there were four
drones，U 1，U 2，U 3，and U 4. The initial state of
the four drones is shown in Table 1.

The process of getting the drone from the start⁃
ing point close to the target point was decomposed
into 20 steps using a distance value. Each drone
could adopt one of three flight speeds： 5 m/s，
10 m/s，or 15 m/s. As shown by the path of the
UAVs simulated in Fig. 5，the path running in the
current state shows that a multi-UAV conflict condi⁃
tion will occur during the flight. Therefore，the ba⁃
sic ant colony algorithm，the improved ant colony al⁃
gorithm added to the sorting system，and the im⁃
proved ant colony algorithm with the ordering sys⁃
tem and angle information were used to perform the
conflict escape simulation. During the simulation，
the total number of drones was set to M=80（divid⁃
ed into four groups），ρ=0.3，Q=100，and the
maximum number of iterations Cmax=200.

For the multi-UAV ground station-based colli⁃
sion resolution problem，the conflict resolution path
planned by the basic ant colony algorithm is shown
in Fig.6.

According to the escape path obtained by the
basic ant colony method，although the conflict situa⁃

tion between the multiple machines can be under⁃
stood，the UAVs are far away from the target posi⁃
tion，and the quality of the escape path plan is not

Table 1 Drone start state

Drone number

1
2
3
4

Starting point coordinates/km

[0,9]
[9,18]
[18,18]
[18,0]

End point
coordinates/km

[18,9]
[9,0]
[0,0]
[0,18]

Heading/(°)

0
-90
-135
135

Speed/(m·s-1)

10
10
15
15

Fig.5 Simulation plan design

Fig.6 Escape path plan by basic ant colony algorithm
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good. The reason is not only that the initial conflict
path selection is computationally intensive，but also
that the low-quality a priori path causes the basic ant
colony algorithm to converge finally to a local opti⁃
mal solution instead of the global optimal solution.
Therefore，the algorithm is improved by adding an⁃
gle information and a sorting system to reduce the
deviation of the azimuth，reduce the amount of cal⁃
culation，shorten the calculation time，and verify
the effect of the improved algorithm.

3. 2 Improved ant colony algorithm simulation

The algorithm was revised to ensure that the
best path has more pheromone superposition，speed⁃
ing up algorithm convergence，and faster speed of
obtaining the optimal solution.

The results of the escape path plan，shown in
Fig. 7，show that the improved algorithm objective
function value is better than that obtained from the
basic ant colony algorithm，and that the delay gener⁃
ated by the improved algorithm by introducing the
sorting system and angle information is significantly
reduced.

In the face of multiple unmanned aircraft con⁃
flicts，the drone needs to maintain a minimum inter⁃
val between itself and other drones. Fig.8 shows the
real-time distances between the drones during the
unmanned aircraft unblocking process. At this time，

the distance between UAV2 and UAV3 in the opera⁃
tion to Step 14 is a minimum of 1.58 km，which is
greater than the minimum interval and meets the
minimum interval requirement in the conflict resolu⁃
tion process.

The two algorithms were simulated 30 times
each，and the f-values obtained by both algorithms
were recorded. The length of the minimum delay
was calculated every three times， as shown in
Fig.9. It can be seen that the improved ant colony al⁃
gorithm reduces the final total delay distance.

In the simulation，each algorithm was simulat⁃
ed 30 times. The time taken by the various algo⁃
rithms was recorded（Table 2），and the shortest
time was selected 10 times. Obviously， the im⁃
proved ant colony algorithm reduces computation
time.

Fig.7 Improved ant colony algorithm conflict resolution re⁃
sults

Fig.8 Distances between two drones

Fig.9 Final delay distance based on the conflict resolution
algorithm

Table 2 Calculation time of the optimization algorithm s

Number of simulation
Basic ant colony algorithm

Improved ant colony algorithm

1
48.3
28.6

2
48.6
28.5

3
49.5
28.7

4
50.2
27.6

5
49.7
26.8

6
48.8
26.9

7
50.3
27.4

8
50.4
27.4

9
50.6
28.2

10
49.5
28.4

Average
49.6
27.8
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3. 3 UAV priority allocation

Depending on the length of time that each
drone is waiting in the air and the priority of each
drone’s operation， it is determined whether the
drone needs to be prioritized. By increasing the pro⁃
portion of priority drones in the optimal target，the
system ensures that UAVs that need to be priori⁃
tized consistently obtain a better solution.

During the simulation， the priority levels of
UAV1 and UAV2 were increased to ensure their pri⁃
orities in reaching their destination，and the escape
routes were simulated. The simulation results
（Fig. 10） showed that the UAV conflict can be
solved and that the priority-guaranteed UAVs can
obtain a better path plan in the simulation process，
that is，it will be closer to its target point after com⁃
pleting the operation according to the planned
route，whereas the other unmanned machines will
sacrifice distances from their target points. After per⁃
forming multiple simulations，the average calcula⁃
tion time was 28.4 s，which was not much different
from the optimization algorithm in this paper. How⁃
ever，average delay distance was 13.3 km，which
was 13% longer than the no-priority situation.
Therefore，this method can effectively realize priori⁃
ty drone path planning at the expense of a small
amount of overall optimization.

4 Conclusions

With the objective of resolving the multi-UAV
conflict situation that may occur when operating
UAVs in airspace， this paper proposes an inter-
plane linear extrapolation method for collision detec⁃
tion to determine possible multi-UAV conflicts.

Based on the basic ant colony algorithm，the order⁃
ing system and angle information are combined，and
speed and heading adjustment strategies for the
drones are also considered. The minimum delay dis⁃
tance is the optimization target to plan the path of
the drone under imminent collision. Case analysis
demons trates the basic ant colony algorithm can
provide solutions for multiple unmanned aircraft con⁃
flicts，but the total delay distance is large，and the
calculation time is long. With the improved ant colo⁃
ny algorithm proposed in this paper，computational
efficiency is improved，the time required for the al⁃
gorithm to converge to the optimal target path is re⁃
duced by 43.9%，and the final total delay distance is
reduced by 58.4%.
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基于改进蚁群算法的无人机冲突解脱技术

汤新民，季小淇，李 腾
（南京航空航天大学民航学院，南京 211106，中国）

摘要：基于 ADS⁃B监视数据，提出了一种基于线性外推法的机载无人机冲突探测与解脱方法，为可能发生的冲

突提供预警。为解决多无人机冲突问题，引入基本蚁群算法，并通过加入速度调整策略来优化传统的基本蚁群

算法的冲突简化模型。提出了一种基于速度调整策略和航向调整策略的多无人机冲突解脱方案。通过加入排

序系统和角度信息，改进了蚁群算法。结果表明，改进的蚁群算法可为空域内多无人机规划无人机冲突解脱路

径。改进后的蚁群算法，提高了计算效率，收敛出最优化目标所需时间减少了 43.9％，且最终总延误距离减少了

58.4％。

关键词：无人机；地面站；蚁群算法；冲突解脱
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